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1910 inmates as unsafe. The parricidal pickaxes are already at work, and
Age 58 constitutional jerry-builders are hurrying from every quarter with new
plans. Dr. Johnson once said of a celebrated criminal, who after his
condemnation showed literary activity, ' Depend upon it, Sir, when a
man is going to be hanged in a fortnight it concentrates his mind
wonderfully.' The activity recently displayed by the House of Lords in
providing itself with a successor is surely a miracle of this kind of mental
concentration. In a single sitting, not unduly prolonged, the venerable
institution, which has withstood the storm and stress of ages, was
transformed—in principle, of course ; some of the details are still with-
held—into a brand-new modern Senate. There has been nothing like
it since the memorable night of 4th August, 1789. The motive for this
feverish exhibition of destructive and constructive ardour is not far to
seek. The Tory Party were determined at all hazards not to face another
General Election with the incubus of the House of Lords on their back
There must be something to put in its place, something—it did not
matter for the moment very much what—but something that could be
called a Second Chamber, with a coat, however thin, of democratic
varnish.
And what is this new Second Chamber which is presented to the
country as the real solution of our constitutional difficulties 1 It is a
nebulous body of uncertain size, composed in undefined proportions of
hereditary Peers, of official and qualified Peers, and of Peers ' chosen/
not necessarily elected, but * chosen'—chosen by somebody, somewhere,
somehow. I said a moment ago that some of the details are lacking, and
the authors of this ingenious proposal seem to think it unreasonable that
at this stage they should be called on for fuller particulars. They expect
the country to vote for what is to all intents and purposes a ghost. But
it is on these very particulars that the merits or demerits of the scheme
depend. According as they are filled in one way or another, your new
Second Chamber may be better than, or as bad as, or even worse than,
the existing House of Lords. In the meantime, it is no answer to our
demand for an immediate and effectual removal of the obstacle that
blocks the road of progress, to say that, in course of time, it may be found
possible to evolve a Second Chamber, better fitted than the House of
Lords, to exercise the true functions of such a body. I have always
hoped and thought that it would- But I have got to deal—you have
got to deal—the country has got to deal—with things here and now*
We need an instrument that can be set to work at once, which will get
rid of deadlocks, and give us the fair and even chance in legislation to
which we are entitled, and which is all that we demand, The plan of
the Government will do so, and it is the only one before the country
which even pretends to meet the urgent necessities of the case."
(HtOl, 25th November, 1910.)
This speech presents in a lively form the argument against certain
proposals which had been put forward by the Unionist representa-
tives at the Conference, and it will be worth careful study whenever
the question of House of Lords reform is again to the fore.
H/'-ibib* last days of the election Asqxrith had a sharp passage of

